
The  following letter was written by Mark Latham (an Australian MP) to the NSW 
Labor Council Secretary John Robertson regarding a political group called Labor for 
Refugees.  Latham's letter explains the reasons why the Australian government's 
immigration policy is so strict.

 

Mark Latham

2 January 2002 

Mr John Robertson
Secretary of the NSW Labor Council
10th Floor, 377 Sussex Street
Sydney NSW 2000 

Dear John 

Thank you for your recent letter introducing me to the Labor for Refugees campaign. 
I am sure this is a well-intentioned body with some good people among it 
membership. From reading your charter, however, it also appears to be a misguided 
organisation with little understanding of the practical issues surrounding asylum 
seeker policy. 

Your correspondence repeatedly refers to social justice but at no stage does it seek to 
ground this concept in any kind of factual analysis. Anyone can claim to be principled
and compassionate. But if these are nothing more than abstract concepts, removed 
from real-life circumstances, they are unlikely to have a tangible impact on people's 
lives. They will lapse into the politics of symbolism. 

As I understand it, the facts of the matter are these: 

1. People smuggling has become the world's fastest growing illegal industry. When 
Australia first entered into its international commitments on the settlement of refugees
this insidious industry did not exist. 

2. People fleeing persecution in the Middle East have achieved refuge once they have 
reached Asian nations such as Indonesia. Subsequent attempts to travel without 
authorisation from Indonesia to Australia represent a form of country-shopping. 

3. The Indonesian Government has turned a blind eye to the people smuggling 
industry in its country. It would be extremely naԶe for Australia to ignore the way in 
which Indonesia, in a highly irresponsible and illegal manner, has tried to pass on the 
flow of asylum seekers to our country. 

4. It is not possible to identify genuine refugees without a comprehensive checking 
process. This is the purpose of the mandatory detention system, along with the 
conduct of health and security checks. 



5. Many Members of Parliament, myself included, have encountered a significant 
number of asylum seekers who are not genuine refugees. They have been able to 
exploit extensive avenues of appeal within the Australian legal system. This has been 
at the expense of genuine refugees, other migration applicants and Australian 
taxpayers. 

6. Genuine refugees are among the most disadvantaged people in the world. As a 
matter of social justice, those who cannot afford to travel away from the refugee 
camps have the highest level of need. 

7. In recent decades, unskilled migration has not been a success in Australia. Welfare 
dependent migrant communities in middle and western Sydney, for instance, are a 
product of the poor settlement practices and low-skill migration of the 1970s and 80s. 
Not surprisingly, there is little public support for these past failures. 

Regrettably, the Labor for Refugees material makes no reference to these issues. It is 
an abstract document divorced from the reality facing ALP policy makers. 

This is typical of the way in which the asylum seeker debate is conducted. Groups like
Labor for Refugees are asking the Federal Caucus to turn a blind eye to illegal 
migration, in particular, the corrupt practices of people smugglers. You are asking us 
to replace the rule of law with an open door asylum seeker policy. 

This is a betrayal of the traditional values of the Labor movement. The moment we 
start to condone illegal behaviour is the moment we will become just another Green or
Democrat party - a symbolic movement sitting on the fringe of national politics, out-
of-touch with the needs and concerns of working Australians. 

The early leaders of the Labor movement, such as Curtin and Chifley, were not 
willing to tolerate illegality or irresponsibility. They knew that a just society relies on 
a certain level of order and cohesiveness. They recognised that one of the pillars of 
social justice is the shared expectation that people are responsible for their own 
behaviour. 

Curtin and Chifley expressed these values in their public policies and their public 
dialogue with working class people. At one level, this was simply commonsense. 
Social justice cannot be neutral about notions of public decency. None of our 
institutions - whether in the form of schools, communities or the welfare state - can 
succeed without sanctions against irresponsibility. This would invite chaos and the 
loss of the shared obligations of a good society. 

In recent times, however, our Party has lost this dialogue with its working class 
constituency. The pervasiveness of the rights agenda has smothered the importance of
social responsibility. Too many ALP activists are now willing to excuse or rationalise 
away bad behaviour, such as juvenile crime, welfare fraud and illegal migration. 

This represents an inversion of the Good Samaritan principle. Groups like Labor for 
Refugees look at atrocities such as the Woomera riots or the payment of money to 
people smugglers and declare, "the people who did this need help." The first priority 



for a just society is to help needy people within the collective boundaries of the law. 
The first priority of your organisation is to find excuses for people who break the law.

In my experience, the strongest supporters of the rights agenda are those who do not 
have to face the daily consequences of irresponsible behaviour. They have the 
resources to buy themselves away from social problems, to purchase private security, 
private education, private health insurance and private transport. This gives them the 
luxury of being able to talk about human rights without the need for social 
responsibility. 

The best example of this abstract process is Phillip Adams. In his public life he 
opposes border protection, safe in the knowledge that asylum seekers are unlikely to 
settle near his Paddington terrace. In his private life, however, he is a strong supporter
of laneway protection, even to the point of preventing a 90-year-old woman in a 
wheelchair from accessing his property so that she might have Christmas lunch with 
her son. 

For those who cannot buy themselves away from social problems, questions of 
legality and decency are all-important. If the public sector does not foster 
responsibility and reward effort then the life-chances of working class people will be 
diminished. These values are well known to people in my electorate. This is why they 
strongly oppose illegal migration. 

People from a poor background may not be asset-rich but they are rich in the dignity 
of observing the law. In Green Valley, where I grew up in the 1960s and 70s, people 
who acted irresponsibly and illegally were known as "no-hopers." Many of our 
traditional supporters are worried that Labor is now on the side of the no-hopers, 
rather than the responsible working class. 

I strongly support an agenda of rights and responsibilities. As a movement we need to 
recapture the ethical socialism of Curtin and Chifley. In terms of asylum seeker 
policy, this means: 

1. Zero-tolerance of illegal migration with tougher penalties for people smugglers. 

2. A review of Australia's international treaty obligations in response to the 
proliferation of people smuggling rackets. 

3. Tougher diplomacy with Indonesia to reduce the flow of people smuggling. 

4. New border protection strategies, such as our policy to establish a coastguard. 

5. Maximum compassion for genuine refugees, especially the poor souls left behind in
the refugee camps. Australia should do more to settle refugees processed through the 
UN system. 

6. Retention of the mandatory detention system to avoid chaos in the processing of 
asylum seekers in this country. 



7. Faster processing of asylum seekers with fewer avenues of legal appeal and 
exploitation. 

8. Improved settlement programs and skills development to avoid the problem of 
welfare dependency among new arrivals. 

As part of our general policy review, I will be advocating this approach within the 
forums of the Federal Parliamentary Labor Party. Your efforts to mimic the Greens 
and Democrats must be repudiated. 

Finally, I must express my surprise at the Labor Council's involvement in this 
campaign, particularly its endorsement of an elitist charter. To claim that people who 
oppose an open door policy are "ignorant, racist and emotive" is a massive slur 
against the working class. In my experience, working people do not regard this as a 
question of race. They see it in terms of decency and legality. 

Instead of talking down to electorates like mine, the Labor Council should redirect its 
resources to tangible social justice campaigns, such as: 

1. The reform of housing and welfare policies to eliminate poverty in public housing 
estates. 

2. The reform of under-performing government high schools in poor neighbourhoods, 
with their high rates of absenteeism, violence and student failure. 

3. The reform of the lazy, self-serving NSW Police Service that now spends more 
time avoiding crime in working class suburbs than solving it. 

I look forward to the Labor Council's sponsorship of these campaigns. I want to see 
your officials involved in the public housing estates in my electorate. When this 
happens I will feel more comfortable with your lectures on social justice. 

Yours sincerely, 

Mark Latham
Member for Werriwa


